GNO-GOD
why should it not be equipped with fields
arising from the continuous basic neural
activity? The search for permanent electrical
fields in the brain continued unprofitably for
decades until tie devastating experimental
work of Lashley (1951) who inserted gold leaf
in various parta of the rat brain and showed no
effect on learning or the retention of maze
problems Today Gestalt psychology is of
historical rather than immediate interest
though its significance hi the development of
modern psychology is undeniable
Gnosticism. Among the many heresies of early
Christianity especially during its first two
centuries was a group which came under the
beading of Gnosticism Thia was a system or
set of systems which attempted to combine
Christian beliefs with others derived from
Oriental and Greek sources especially those
which were of a mystical and metaphysical
nature such as the doctrines of Plato and
Pythagoras There were many Gnostic sects
the most celebrated being the Alexandrian
school of Valentius (fl c 130-c 160) Gnosis
was understood not as meaning knowledge
or understanding as we understand these
words but revelation As in other mystical
religions, the ultimate object was individual
salvation sacraments took the most varied
forms Many who professed themselves Chns
tians accepted Gnostic doctrines and even
orthodox Christianity contains some elements
of Gnostic mysticism It was left to the
bishops and theologians to decide at what point
Gnosticism ceased to be orthodox and a dimcult
task this proved to be Two of the greatest
Clement of Alexandria and his pupil Origen
unwittingly slipped into heresy when they toed
to show that such men as Socrates and Plato
who were in quest of truth were Christian in
intention and by their lives and works had
prepared the way for Christ Thus they con
tradicted Church doctrine which specifically
said Extra ecdesiam nutta salits—outside the
Church there is no salvation
God and Man The idea of gods came before the
idea of God and even earlier in the evolution of
religious thought there existed belief in spirits
(see Animism) It was only as a result of a long
period of development that the notion of a um
versa! God arose a development particularly
well documented in the Old Testament Here
we are concerned only with the views of philo
sophers, the views of specific religious bodies
being given under the appropriate headings
First however some definitions
Atheism is the positive disbelief in the exist
ence of a God Agnosticism (a term coined by
T H. Huxley the 19th cent biologist and con
temporary of Darwin) signifies that one cannot
know whether God exists or not Deism is the
acceptance of the existence of God not through
revelation, but as a hypothesis regoired by
reason. Theism also accepts the existence of
God, but unlike Deism does not reject the
evidence of revelation (e.g hi the Bible or in
the lives of the saints) Pantheism Is the
identification of God with all that exists (i e
with the whole universe) Monotheism la the
belief in one God. Polytheism the belief in many
(see also Dualism)
Early Greek Views Among the early Greek
philosophers Thalea (c. 624-665 b a) of Miletus,
ra Asfa Minor Anasimander (611-547 b c.) his
pupil, and Anaxlmenes (b c. &70 bo) another
Miletan were men of scientific curiosity and
their speculations about the origin of the
universe were untouched by religious thought
They founded the scientific tradition of critical
discussion HeracHtus of Ephesns (c 540-475
B c) was concerned with the problem of change
How does a thing change and yet remain itself?
3?or frfrn all things are names—processes
Everything is in flux and nothing Is at rest
Empedooles of Agrigentum in Sicuy (c 600-c
430 b o) introduced the idea of opposition and
affinity All matter Is composed of theso-called
four elements—earth water afr sa.d.flre—which
are m opposition or alliance with each other
All these were materialist philosophers who
sought to explain the working of the universe
without recourse to the gods
Socrates Plato and Aristotle.   Socrates (470-
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399 bo) was primarily concerned with ethical
matters and conduct rather than the nature
of the universe For him goodness and virtue
come from knowledge He obeyed an inner
voice and suffered death rather than give up
his philosophy He believed in the persistence
of life after death and was essentially a mono
theist Plato (427-847 B o) was chiefly con
earned with the nature of reality and thought
m terms of absolute truths which were un
changing logical and mathematical (See
Blind and Matter) Aristotle (884-322 b o)
took his view of matter not from Democntua
(atomic view) but from Bmpedocles (doctrine
of four elements) a view which came to fit
m well with orthodox mediaeval theology
Matter is conceived of as potentially alive and
striving to attain its particular form being
moved by divine spirit or mind (nous) (An
acorn for example is matter which contains
the form oak tree towards which it strives.)
Thus there is a whole series from the simplest
level of matter to the perfect living individual
But there must be a supreme source of all move
ment upon which the whole of Nature depends
a Being that Aristotle describes as the "On
moved Mover the ultimate cause of all be
coming1 m the universe This Being is pure
intelligence a philosopher s God not a personal
one TDnhke Plato Anstotle did not believe
In survival after death holding that the
divine that is the immortal element in man is
mind
Among the later Greek thinkers the Dpi
cureans were polythelsts whose gods however
were denied supernatural powers The Stoics
built up a materialist theory of the universe
based on the Aristotelian model To them God
was an all pervading force related to the world
as the soul is related to the body but they
conceived of it as material. They developed
the mystical side of Plato s idealism and were
much attracted by the astrology coming from
Babylonia They were pantheists The Seep
tics were agnostics
From Pagan to Ghnsttan Thought    Philo
the Jew of Alexandria who was about 20
years older than Jesus tried to show that the
Jewish scriptures were hi line with the best in
Greek thought He introduced the Logos as a
bridge between the two systems. Philo s God
is remote from the world, above and beyond all
thought and being and as His perfection does
not permit direct contact with matter the divine
Logos acts as intermediary between God and
man Plotmus (204-70) a Boman, and the
founder of Neoplatonism was the last of the
great pagan philosophers lake Philo he be
lieved that God had created the world in
directly through emanations—beings coming
from Hun but not of Hun, The world needs
God but God does not need the world Creation
ib a fall from God especially the human soul
when enmeshed in the body and the world of the
senses, yet (see Determinism) man has the
ability to free himself from sense domination
and turn towards God. Neoplatomem was the
final stage of Greek thought drawing its mspira
tion from the mystical side of Plato s idealism
and its ethics from Stoicism.
Cftnstianit-y The Fathers and (he Schoolmen
It was mainly through St Augustine (354-430)
Bishop of Hippo in North Africa, that certain
of the doctrines of Neoplatonism found their
way into Christianity Augustine also em
phaased the concept of God as an good all
wise all knowing, transcendent the Creator of
the universe out of nothing But he added
since God knows everything everything is de-
termined by Him forever This la the doctnne
of predestination and its subsequent history is
discussed under Determinism.
In the early centuries of Christianity as we
have seen some found it difficult to reconcile
God s perfection with TTtg creation of the uni
verse and introduced the concept of the Logos
which many identified with Christ Further
it came to be held that a power of divine origin
permeated the universe namely the Holy Spirit
or Holy Ghost Some theory had to be worked
out to explain the relationships of these three
entitles whence arose the conception of the
Trinity God is One but He is also Three

